Visual Tracking With Weighted Adaptive Local Sparse Appearance Model via Spatio-Temporal Context Learning.
Sparse representation has been widely exploited to develop an effective appearance model for object tracking due to its well discriminative capability in distinguishing the target from its surrounding background. However, most of these methods only consider either the holistic representation or the local one for each patch with equal importance, and hence may fail when the target suffers from severe occlusion or large-scale pose variation. In this paper, we propose a simple yet effective approach that exploits rich feature information from reliable patches based on weighted local sparse representation that takes into account the importance of each patch. Specifically, we design a reconstruction-error based weight function with the reconstruction error of each patch via sparse coding to measure the patch reliability. Moreover, we explore spatio-temporal context information to enhance the robustness of the appearance model, in which the global temporal context is learned via incremental subspace and sparse representation learning with a novel dynamic template update strategy to update the dictionary, while the local spatial context considers the correlation between the target and its surrounding background via measuring the similarity among their sparse coefficients. Extensive experimental evaluations on two large tracking benchmarks demonstrate favorable performance of the proposed method over some state-of-the-art trackers.